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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer needs zoning configured in a Fibre Channel switch.
The customer frequently changes the patch points in the
infrastructure.
What zoning method is preferred then?
A. Port zoning and Soft zoning should always be used together.
B. Zoning is not required in a FC SAN.
C. Soft zoning because it is more flexible when it comes to
changing patch points
D. Port zoning because it is more flexible when it comes to
changing patch points.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You select Forward Mailbox as your incoming synchronization
method. You process emails with the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016
Email Router between Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online and a
SMTP/POP3 server.
You need to deploy inbox rules so emails addressed to the 100
Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online users in theorganization are
forwarded to the forward mailbox for processing.
Which solution can be used to deploy forwarding rules for all
the users?
A. Run the Rule Deployment Wizard.
B. Enable folder-level synchronization.
C. Create manually in Microsoft Outlook.
D. Create Exchange transport rules.
Answer: D
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